Boosting photobioredox catalysis by morpholine electron donors under aerobic conditions
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Light-driven reduction of flavins, e.g. FAD or FMN, by sacrificial electron donors emerged as a convenient method to promote biocatalytic transformations. However, flavin activation has been restricted to oxygen-free conditions to prevent enzyme deactivation caused by reactive oxygen species (ROS). Herein, we show that the photoreduction of FMN by morpholines, including 3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid (MOPS), lessens the deactivation of the enolate reductase XenB from Pseudomonas sp. during the stereoselective asymmetric enzymatic reduction of a model α,β-unsaturated diketone under aerobic conditions, leading to a 91% GC-yield and a stereoselectivity greater than 94%. The kinetic stability of the thermolabile XenB was increased by more than 20-fold in MOPS buffer compared to that in Tris-HCl buffer, and a pronounced positive effect on the transition midpoint temperature was observed. The reactive form of the FMN photocatalyst is stabilized by the formation of a 3\[FMN^+/MOPS^-\] ensemble, which reduces the formation of hydrogen peroxide and other ROS in the presence of oxygen. These results contribute to broaden the application of photobiocatalytic transformations using flavin-dependent reductases.

Introduction

Enzymes have been used as biocatalysts in myriad chemical transformations of high economic interest.\(^1\),\(^2\) Flavin-dependent oxidoreductases are a class of versatile and efficient enzymes that have emerged as biocatalysts due to their high regio- and stereoselectivity. These enzymes often require reduced nicotinamide (e.g. NADH/NADPH) and flavin cofactors (e.g. FAD/FMN) to function as catalysts. Additionally, flavin cofactors have an important structural role, preventing enzyme deactivation.\(^3\) However, the addition of these expensive cofactors and the lack of operational stability of these enzymes, make their industrial application less attractive. A cheap alternative to the in situ reduction of flavin cofactors, and a substitute for the expensive NAD(P)H cofactors, is the use of light in the presence of a sacrificial electron donor (ED).\(^4\) It is expected that the ED damages neither the substrate nor the enzyme,\(^1\),\(^3\) but several applied amine-based EDs, such as ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) and triethanolamine (TEOA), can photodecompose leading to the formation of radicals that can ultimately influence the reaction outcome.\(^4\),\(^8\),\(^11\) Furthermore, the presence of molecular oxygen in flavin-dependent photobiocatalytic systems leads to the formation of deleterious reactive oxygen species (ROS),\(^1\),\(^2\),\(^12\)\)\(^\text{–}\)\(^14\) such as superoxide anions and hydrogen peroxide, which can deactivate flavin-dependent enzymes.\(^3\),\(^15\) Hydrogen peroxide is also a side product of water splitting, which has been used as an alternative to amine-based EDs to reduce flavin cofactors.\(^3\),\(^16\),\(^17\) Attempts to reduce ROS formation by using less oxidizable deazaflavin cofactors were unfruitful.\(^18\) Therefore, most biotransformations that do not require oxygen for catalysis have been carried out under anaerobic conditions, which is technically inconvenient.

3-(N-Morpholino)propanesulfonic acid (MOPS) and 3-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES) have been used as alternative EDs in flavin-dependent photoredox catalysis and photobiocatalysis due to their high photostability, poor complexation properties, and buffering capacity.\(^1\),\(^4\),\(^18\)\)\(^\text{–}\)\(^21\) We have shown that the MOPS buffer not only acts as an ED in photobiocatalytic systems but also enhances the stability of the cyclohexanone monoxygenase from Acinetobacter calcoaceticus (CHMO)\(^2\)\(^2\). MOPS stabilizes the active form of the flavin cofactor FAD,
reducing the production of ROS by forming a spin correlated ion pair, viz., \([\text{FAD}^––\text{MOPS}^+].\)

Herein, we show that morpholine-based EDs, especially MOPS, stabilize the thermolabile enolate reductase (ERED) XenB from *Pseudomonas* sp.\(^{23}\) and the FMN cofactor, promoting photobiocatalyzed stereoselective asymmetric reduction in the presence of oxygen. Stabilization of the species formed upon the photoexcitation of FMN is related to the formation of a long-lived \([\text{FMN}^––\text{MOPS}^+]\) ensemble. These results are of importance for the synthesis of building blocks and fine chemicals,\(^{24}\) allowing the application of photobiocatalytic methods for several flavin-dependent enzyme/flavin cofactor combinations independent of the presence or absence of oxygen.

**Experimental**

**Standard photobiocatalytic reactions**

Reactions were performed in a 96-well microplate sealed with a transparent film and thermostabilized at 30 ± 3 °C. The reduction of 1 mM or 10 mM ketoisophorone was performed in the presence of 100 μM FMN and 10 μM XenB. 100 mM MOPS buffer, pH 7.5, was employed as the electron donor. Control experiments were performed in 100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, in the presence or absence of 25 mM EDTA and in 100 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.5. The reactions were irradiated using a daylight lamp (300 W, Ultra Vitalux, Osram) placed at a distance of 20 cm from the 96 well-plate. Screening samples were taken immediately after mixing and after a certain time of incubation (t). Reference reactions using XenB were performed using 5 U mL\(^{-1}\) GDH/12 mM gluose in the presence of 0.25 mM NADPH to recycle the enzyme. Control experiments were performed in the dark or in the absence of the enzyme. The reported yield refers to the GC-yield based on calibrated GC-data. Enzyme expression and purification are described in the ESI\(^{†}\).

**Reactions with minimal oxygen content**

Reactions with minimal oxygen content were performed in 1.5 mL vials, at 35 ± 1 °C. The system containing 50 mM MOPS, pH 7.5, and 200 μM FMN was purged with a flow of argon for 1 h before irradiation. 10 mM ketoisophorone was added to the system under an argon flow and the system was purged for 10 min. 15 μM TsOYE or 15 μM XenB was added to the reaction mixture under argon and reactions were subjected to daylight irradiation with a lamp placed at a distance of 20 cm from the vial. Sampling was performed under an argon flow. Control experiments were conducted in the dark or in the absence of the biocatalysts. Reactions were also carried out in 100 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.5, or 100 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.5. The reported yield refers to the GC-yield based on calibrated GC-data.

**Enzyme activity and stability**

Enzyme activity was measured by monitoring the substrate-dependent decrease in NADPH absorbance at 340 nm (ε\(_{340} = 6.22 \text{mM}^{-1} \text{ cm}^{-1}\)) in 100 mM Tris-HCl or 100 mM MOPS, at pH 7.5. The activities of XenB or TsOYE were measured using 1 μM enzyme, 100 μM NADPH and 0.5 mM cyclohexenone or ketoisophorone (0.5 mM) as substrates. The oxidation of NADPH was monitored for 120 s at 30 °C in a Shimadzu spectrophotometer (UV-1800) equipped with a thermo-controlled 6-cell positioner (CPS-240A). Enzyme activity is defined as the amount of enzyme that oxidizes 1 μmol NADPH per minute under the specified conditions. Specific activities were calculated from the observed rate constants (κ\(_{\text{obs}}\)), which were calculated by linear fitting of the initial absorbance decrease at 340 nm over time. Stability measurements were performed by incubating 10 μM enzyme at 30 °C in 100 mM Tris-HCl or 100 mM MOPS, pH 7.5, containing 100 μM FMN. Aliquots were taken at different time points and added to a cuvette containing 0.1 mM NADPH and 0.5 mM substrate to test for catalytic activity. Non-linear curve fitting was carried out using the Origin Pro 2017 software (Originlab, 2017).

**Transition midpoint temperature (T\(_m\))**

The effect of the concentration of MOPS and Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, on the T\(_m\) of 54 μM XenB was evaluated by employing a nanoDSP device (Prometheus NT.48, NanoTemper Technologies GmbH). Capillaries were filled directly from respective solutions (10 μL). The samples were measured in the Prometheus NT.48 in a temperature range between 25 °C and 95 °C. Data analysis was performed using NT Melting Control software (NanoTemper Technologies GmbH). The T\(_m\) was determined by fitting the tryptophan fluorescence emission ratio of 350 nm to 330 nm using a polynomial function, in which the maximum slope is indicated by the peak of its first derivative.

**Nanosecond laser flash spectroscopy**

Nanosecond transient absorption kinetics were recorded using a frequency tripled Q-switched Nd:YAG laser coupled with an OPO (Quantel Brilliant B) to obtain the desired wavelength for the pump light (5 ns pulse at a 10 Hz repetition rate, excitation at 455 nm). A detection system from Applied Photophysics (LKS80 Spectrometer) was used, equipped with a Xe arc lamp (pulsed or continuous wave), two monochromators and an R928-type PMT, read using a 600 MHz oscilloscope (Agilent Technologies Infinium 10 GSa s\(^{-1}\)) for kinetics. The kinetics were monitored at the maximum resolution producing 20 000 point traces that were logarithmically oversampled starting from 50 points from the excitation about 10 ns after the pulse. The excitation light power was controlled by means of neutral density filters. Experiments were carried out in a quartz cuvette using 100 μM FMN in 100 mM MOPS or water, pH 7.5.

**Statistical analysis**

All values are expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD) of three independent replicates, unless otherwise stated.
Statistical data analysis was carried out using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey’s multiple comparison test (Prism 8, GraphPad 2019). In the bar graphs, * indicate $p < 0.05$, ** indicate $p < 0.01$, *** indicate $p < 0.001$, and **** indicate $p < 0.0001$, respectively. The level of statistical significance was taken to be $p < 0.05$.

Results and discussion

Effect of morpholines on enzymatic photoreduction

First, we investigated the effect of MOPS on the photo-biocatalytic reduction of ketoisophorone (1a) to levodione (1b) by using either TsOYE, the old yellow enzyme homologue from *Thermus scotoductus* SA-01 (ref. 10 and 16), or XenB, an enoate reductase from *Pseudomonas* sp., using FMN as both an enzyme cofactor and a photocatalyst (Fig. 1). TsOYE is a thermostable enzyme, while XenB is thermolabile (half-life of 2.5 h at 30 °C in Tris-HCl buffer, Fig. S1†). Experiments were carried out under an argon atmosphere at 35 ± 1 °C, the same conditions reported by Mifsud and co-authors for the photobiocatalytic reduction of 1a in MOPS buffer using TiO$_2$-mediated water splitting as a source of electrons and TsOYE as a biocatalyst. The reaction GC-yields using TsOYE and XenB in MOPS were similar to the values reported previously (63% (TsOYE) and 69% (XenB) vs. 66% (TsOYE)) but were reached 3-times faster, i.e. 2 h of irradiation instead of 6 h (Fig. 1a and b and S2†). The reaction using XenB is less stereoselective compared to that using TsOYE (ee: 74% (XenB) vs. 86% (TsOYE)), probably due to its faster enzyme deactivation (Fig. S1†), favoring the non-catalyzed photoreduction of the substrate (Fig. 1c). The relatively high reaction yield in the absence of the enzyme is related to the direct photoreduction of ketoisophorone, hence the low stereoselectivity.

The thermolabile reductase XenB was selected as the model enzyme to further investigate the effect of MOPS and other morpholines on the photocatalytic reduction of 1a. The system XenB/FMN/1a was irradiated under aerobic conditions in the presence of MOPS, MES, 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)morpholine (HEMO), 4-methylmorpholine (MMO) or morpholine (MO). We used EDTA in Tris-HCl buffer as the positive control and sodium phosphate buffer (NaPi) in the absence of an ED as the negative control. After 1 h of irradiation, 1b was formed in >80% yield when the reaction was carried out in the presence of MOPS, MES, HEMO, MMO, EDTA and TEOA (Fig. 2a, Table S4†). The yields obtained in the presence of MMO and the positive control were identical, but slightly higher than those in the presence of MOPS, MES and HEMO. The stereoselectivities of the reaction in the presence of all morpholines, except MO, were as high as those in the presence of EDTA-Tris and TEOA (Fig. 2b, Table S4†). Tris-HCl improves the performance of EDTA when compared to the NaPi buffer.

Recently, we found that the MOPS buffer stabilized the cyclohexanone monooxygenase from *Acinetobacter calcoaceticus* (CHMO) and enhanced the photo-biocatalytic Baeyer–Villiger oxidation of cyclohexanone to ε-caprolactone. The concentration of MOPS had a significant influence on the reaction yields. A similar trend, for both the reaction yield and stereoselectivity, was observed for the photoinduced reduction of 1a in the presence of XenB/FMN (Fig. 3a). The increase of the reaction yield as a function of the concentration of MOPS (on a log scale) showed a sigmoid profile, and a maximum yield of 85 ± 5% was reached when the reaction was carried out in 50–500 mM MOPS buffer. The highest stereoselectivity (approx. 93% ee) was obtained when the concentration of MOPS was within the 10–100 mM range. Therefore, 100 mM MOPS was defined as the standard buffer/ED concentration for all subsequent experiments with the XenB/FMN/1a system. The non-catalyzed photoreduction seems to gain importance at the lowest and highest MOPS concentrations, probably due to the inactivation/degradation of the enzyme. To test this hypothesis, we...
investigated the effect of the concentration of MOPS on the specific activity of XenB by keeping the enzyme solution at 30 °C for a defined period of time (hereafter incubation period, \( t \)), before performing the reduction of 1a (Fig. 3b). The enzyme activities were measured using fresh solutions of XenB in 0.5–25 mM MOPS (\( t = 0 \) min, no incubation) and were found to be identical, but dropped drastically at higher MOPS concentrations (25–500 mM). The incubation period only affects the enzyme activity when the concentration of MOPS is lower than 5 mM (Fig. 3b). Therefore, the decrease in specific enzyme activity at high MOPS concentrations is probably not related to enzyme stabilization since changes in the incubation period do not affect the specific activity of XenB.

Finally, the effect of the concentration of XenB and FMN on the reduction of 1a (1 mM) was investigated (Fig. S3†). The reaction yield, selectivity and initial velocity depended on the enzyme concentration (Fig. S3a and S4a and b†) and the maximum yield was obtained by employing 40 \( \mu \)M XenB (Fig. S3 and S4†). Above 100 \( \mu \)M, the concentrations of FMN do not affect the reaction yield and selectivity (Fig. S3b†) and
the NADP⁺ cofactor is not required for catalysis (Fig. S3c†).

Under these conditions (1 mM 1a, 40 μM XenB, and 100 μM FMN), the desired product 1b was obtained in 91% yield and >94% ee after 40 min under daylight irradiation and in the presence of aerial oxygen (Fig. S5†).

**Mechanism of catalyst stabilization by MOPS**

Intrigued by these results, we wanted to gain a deeper understanding of the function of MOPS in this photobiocatalytic process. The photoexcitation of flavins in the presence of oxygen results in a series of events related to energy and electron transfers that ultimately produce detrimental ROS, including hydrogen peroxide and superoxide anions (O₂⁻), which compromise the enzyme function (Fig. 4a). The concentration of H₂O₂ produced in Tris-HCl buffer increases over time and is roughly 10 times higher than that measured in MOPS, i.e. 144 μM vs. 15.5 μM after 4 h of irradiation (Fig. S6†). The activity of XenB remains constant for more than 50 h in MOPS, while the activity of the enzyme is halved after 2.5 ± 0.1 h in Tris-HCl and 9.4 ± 2.4 h in EDTA/Tris-HCl (Fig. 4b).

The photodegradation of flavins is another obstacle for the broad application of flavin-photosensitized biocatalysis.²⁸ FMN in Tris-HCl or phosphate buffers is decomposed upon irradiation, as evidenced by the decrease of the absorption at 446 nm.¹⁴ After 1 h of irradiation, the remaining FMN absorption in the presence of MOPS or EDTA/Tris-HCl is roughly 60%. However, after 4 h of continuous daylight irradiation, the remaining absorption at 446 nm in MOPS buffer does not change, although it drops by half in EDTA/Tris-HCl buffer (Fig. 4c, S7 and S8†). Furthermore, the remaining absorption at 446 nm is close to 100% when the concentration of MOPS is increased over 250 mM, indicating that the concentration of MOPS has a positive effect on the photostability of FMN (Fig. 4d, S9 and S10†).

The photoprotective action of MOPS in the XenB/FMN system could be related to the formation of a long-lived [FMN⁻—MOPS++] ensemble analogous to the spin correlated...
To verify this hypothesis, nanosecond laser flash spectroscopy experiments were carried out to determine the lifetime of the species formed upon excitation of FMN. The bleaching at 455 nm and the decays at 325 nm and 625 nm were ascribed to the ground-state recovery of FMN and to the depletion of the FMN anionic semiquinone (FMN$^-$) and the triplet-excited FMN (3FMN$^*$), respectively, as inferred from our previous results with FAD. The ground-state recovery of FMN is 13-times slower in MOPS than in water at the same pH (Fig. 5a) suggesting that the MOPS buffer stabilizes the species formed upon the photoexcitation of FMN. 3FMN$^*$ originates from 1FMN$^*$ by intersystem crossing and is reduced by the sacrificial ED producing the corresponding anionic semiquinone (FMN$^-$). MOPS almost doubles the lifetime of 3FMN$^*$ and FMN$^-$ compared to the control in water (Fig. 5b and c). This result indicates that the stabilization of FMN$^-$ ultimately ‘freezes’ the photoinduced states preventing/re retard ing the oxidative pathways leading to ROS formation (Fig. 6). Consequently, enzyme stabilization by MOPS in the CHMO<sub>Acineto</sub>/FAD oxidative system and in the XenB/FMN reductive system likely involves the same flavin$^*$–MOPS$^-$ ensemble.

**Fig. 5** Effect of MOPS on the transient absorption kinetics. Data were extracted at (a) 455 nm, (b) 625 nm, and (c) 325 nm, which were ascribed to FMN, 3FMN$^*$ and FMN$^-$, respectively. Experimental conditions: excitation at 445 nm, kinetics monitored for 100 μs, 100 μM FMN, 100 mM MOPS, pH 7.5.

**Fig. 6** Activation of EREDs through the photoreduction of the FMN photocatalyst. (i) The FMN anionic semiquinone generated upon light irradiation of FMN in the presence of the electron donor MOPS. In the presence of MOPS, the formation of ROS is minimized. (ii) The enzyme bound FMN (E-FMN) required for the biocatalysis is reduced by FMN$^-$ leading to E-FMNH$^-$; (iii) The stereoselective reduction of the substrate to the desired product is achieved in the presence of the enoate reductase (ERED).

**Conclusions**

The morpholine buffer MOPS enhances the stability of the thermolabile XenB and the photocatalyst FMN, activating the photo biocatalyzed asymmetric reduction of ketoisophorone under aerobic conditions. Together with our previous data on the oxidation of cyclohexanone using a thermolabile monooxygenase and FAD, these results show that MOPS enhances both the stability of the biocatalyst and the flavin pair reported to prevent the deactivation of FAD-dependent CHMO<sub>Acineto</sub>. To verify this hypothesis, nanosecond laser flash spectroscopy experiments were carried out to determine the lifetime of the species formed upon excitation of FMN. The bleaching at 455 nm and the decays at 325 nm and 625 nm were ascribed to the ground-state recovery of FMN and to the depletion of the FMN anionic semiquinone (FMN$^-$) and the triplet-excited FMN (3FMN$^*$), respectively, as inferred from our previous results with FAD. The ground-state recovery of FMN is 13-times slower in MOPS than in water at the same pH (Fig. 5a) suggesting that the MOPS buffer stabilizes the species formed upon the photoexcitation of FMN. 3FMN$^*$ originates from 1FMN$^*$ by intersystem crossing and is reduced by the sacrificial ED producing the corresponding anionic semiquinone (FMN$^-$). MOPS almost doubles the lifetime of 3FMN$^*$ and FMN$^-$ compared to the control in water (Fig. 5b and c). This result indicates that the stabilization of FMN$^-$ ultimately ‘freezes’ the photoinduced states preventing/re tard ing the oxidative pathways leading to ROS formation (Fig. 6). Consequently, enzyme stabilization by MOPS in the CHMO<sub>Acineto</sub>/FAD oxidative system and in the XenB/FMN reductive system likely involves the same flavin$^*$–MOPS$^-$ ensemble.
photocatalyst, broadening the applicability of flavin-based photobiocatalysis. In addition, the photoinduced reduction of FMN by morpholine derivatives leads to enzyme activation without requiring other electron donors making photobiocatalytic systems simpler. The ability of MOPS to form [flavin”–MOPS”] ensembles upon irradiation, in which flavin refers to either FAD or FMN, guarantees the use of this system under aerobic conditions without the oxidative deactivation of the enzyme, since the formation of deleterious ROS is precluded.
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